Social Justice Faculty Recruitment and Retention Subcommittee Annual Report
Accomplishments for this past academic year
• Faculty Recruitment
o Reviewed and offered feedback to the Associate Director of Social Justice
on developing a training program for faculty search committees
o Some members reviewed the Education Advisory Board’s “Breakthrough
Advances in Faculty Diversity: Lessons and Innovative Practices from the
Frontier.” The document will need to be considered by the full committee
(see bulleted goals below)
o Reviewed the Provost Office’s “Faculty Search and Hiring Guidelines for
2010-2011. The committee considered ways that the document might be
improved (this task is not complete).
• Faculty Retention
o A subset of the committee met with representatives of Human Resources
to discuss ways in which faculty representativeness can be examined,
tracked and monitored. The committee charged an ad hoc joint group of
faculty subcommittee and HR representatives to develop statistical metrics
to achieve these goals.
o The committee prepared a proposal for annual recognition of faculty
member whose scholarship and work is consistent with the university
goals of advancing social justice. If approved by the full SJC, this
proposal will be forwarded to the Provost’s or President’s Office for
implementation consideration.
Goals for next year
• Prepare a proposal that seeks to improve the university’s recruitment and hiring
of underrepresented faculty from subaltern groups.
o Develop and deliver a training program for deans and search committee
chairs on faculty recruitment and selection.
o This best practice document will be considered by the full committee for
ways that might better inform how we conduct our searches and recruit
new faculty
o Recommend oversight mechanisms to assure accountability and success
• To consider ways in existing instruments for promotion and reappointment can
be adapted to address the goals of social justice work, and to develop a similar
training program for faculty on review and reappointment committees.
• Collaborate with Human Resources to put in place a “score card” that examines,
tracks and monitors the demographic representativeness of the university faculty.
• Prepare a proposal that seeks to improve the university’s retention and promotion
of underrepresented faculty from subaltern groups.
• Consider ways to encourage scholarship, teaching, practice and advising that is
consistent with the university agenda around social justice.
• Consider ways to work with student members and staff members to come up with
some mechanism to acknowledge and encourage social justice work in a similar
manner as the proposed faculty social justice award described above.

